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1. Introduction
This report has been prepared by Incomes Data Research (IDR) and, as requested, it provides
market salary data for the following role(s):

•

Software Development Manager

2. Market salary data
This section presents the market salary data. We aim to provide a minimum of three sources
of information for each job to enable ‘triangulation’ of the results, and thereby provide the
widest possible assessment of the market for this role.

2.1.Market data
The tables in the following sections provide the aggregate market salary for a full-time
Software Development Manager
2.1.1. Recruitment data
The data in this section is based on analysis of recruitment salaries for a similar role(s). It is a
guide to starting pay for these roles, and in some cases also provides a guide to the maximum
that might be achieved.

Development Manager, South West England
Job role

Range £pa

Typical £pa

Development Manager

55,000-85,000

72,000

Source: Hay Salary and Recruiting Guide 2018.
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2.1.2. NHS data
In this section we provide information on the salary range for the pay band likely to cover
comparator jobs in the NHS. The NHS, with 1.2m staff is the largest employer in the UK and as
such plays a key role in influencing market for many non-medical roles, particularly in
education, given the links between parts of higher education and the NHS.

Software Development Manager’s in the NHS are typically employed on Band 8b and the
current salary range is between £52,306 and £60,983 a year outside of London and high-cost
areas in the South East/South.

Roles based in high-cost areas qualify for the following supplements:
•

Inner London – 20% of basic salary, subject to a minimum payment of £4,400 and a
maximum payment of £6,778;

•

Outer London – 15% of basic salary, subject to a minimum payment of £3,723 and a
maximum payment of £4,744;

•

Fringe – 5% of basic salary, subject to a minimum payment of £1,019 and a maximum
payment of £1,763.
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2.1.3. IDR data
The following tables contain data from IDR Pay Benchmarker, our internal database of salary
information. This data has been collected by IDR directly from employers and employee bodies
through surveys and data collection for the IDR Pay Benchmarker service.

IT Project Manager -Senior, whole economy, level 81
Job
level
Level 8

Company
count
46

Lower
quartile
£50,736

Median
£57,769

Upper
quartile
£70,135

Average
£60,434

Source: IDR Pay Benchmarker.1

1

Refers to the IDR Job Level. These typically cover the following: 1 and 2, admin, support and manual
roles; 3 and 4, secretarial and craft roles; 5 and 6, vocational and supervisory; 7 and 8, professional
and managerial; 9, senior management; 10a and 10b, directors; 11, senior director/chief executive.
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3. Job advertisements
This section details current comparable vacancies from our database of advertised positions.

3.1.Data and summary
Software Development Manager – advertised positions summary

Average

Minimum

Maximum

£57,547

£62,959

Software Development Manager - job advertisements
Reference
ID
AC822

AC823

Organisation

Job title

University

Development

College London

Manager

Queen Mary

Head of Web

University of

Development

Min

Max

Hours

Location

£43,884

£51,769

Full Time

London

£46,489

£51,899

Full Time

London

£55,000

£60,000

Full Time

Somerset

£65,000

£70,000

Full Time

Brighton

£70,000

£70,000

Full Time

Isle of Wight

£65,000

£70,000

Full Time

London

London
IN380

Cabot Search

Software
Development
Manager

IN381

Pertemps

Software

Network Group

Development
Manager

IN382

IN383

Isle of Wight

Software

Jobs

Development

Recruitment

Manager

Sports Pursuit

Software
Architect /
Software

7

Development
Manager
IN384

Hunter Selection

Software

£55,000

£70,000

Full Time

Wiltshire

£60,000

£60,000

Full Time

Cardiff

Development
Manager
IN385

Delio

Software
Development
Manager

3.2.Job advertisements
The following pages present the job advertisements for the above vacancies.
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Development Manager
University College London
Location:
Salary:

Hours:
Contract Type:

London
£43,884 £51,769
per
annum,
inclusive
of London
AllowanceUCL
Grade 8.
Full Time
Permanent

Placed On:
Closes:

Job Ref:

21st June
2019
16th
August
2019
1813387

View Employer Profile
Apply
Are you a Development Manager looking to manage a large team of
developers or a Team Lead ready to take the next step? UCL has a vacancy
in the IS Division for a Development Manager to work on a variety of
interesting and varied development projects. ISD supports and enhances
world-class learning, teaching, research and administration at UCL through IT.
You will lead and manage a large group of 15 or more application developers,
all with their own specific skills, and have overall responsibility of the delivery
of development projects. The projects are varied as ISD provides hundreds of
services, thus there is an opportunity to enhance technical knowledge as well
as form part of a leading set of developers working on the latest
developments. Day to day line management responsibility, along with
resource and project planning will ensure continuous project deliveries.
You will need to be a confident communicator, with experience in leading or
managing teams as dealing with one of the following technologies – SQL,
Java, JQuery, PHP, API development. You will also be involved in project
delivery, managing stakeholder expectations and will present and/or
communicate to a non-technical audience. You will need to use current bestpractice development techniques and learn and apply Agile and DevOps.
This role requires previous development experience and management
responsibility. It is suitable for a team lead who wants to move into a senior
role, or for an existing Development Manager who is looking for a new
opportunity to broaden their technical knowledge in other areas, manager a
larger team and work on some of the latest developments.
In return, we offer a friendly, supportive environment with quality, accredited
training, career development and the opportunity to develop high-quality code.

We encourage you to apply early as this post may close earlier than the
advertised closing date due to the number of successful applications.
Key Requirements
You will need to demonstrate knowledge in one of the following technologies SQL, Java, JQuery, PHP, API or web development. You’ll also need to prove
you know how to apply coding standards and practices appropriately, and
display a knowledge of other server-side languages and the aptitude to learn.
Knowledge of Linux and other scripting technologies is advantageous.
You will have experience in presenting to groups of staff and have a
professional and supportive attitude towards colleagues, staff, students and
others is important, so too is the ability to work effectively in a team
environment, sharing knowledge and skills and developing productive working
relationships. It is essential that you have experience of managing competing
priorities, one to one staff training or mentoring and have knowledge of staff
supervision.
Further Details
A job description can be accessed at the bottom of the page.
Applicants should apply online. To access further details about the position
and how to apply please click on the ‘Apply’ button above.
If you have any queries regarding the vacancy or application process, please
contact Sha Hussain on sha.hussain@ucl.ac.uk or the ISD Staffing Team at
isd-hradmin@ucl.ac.uk
Latest time for the submission of applications: 23:59.
We particularly welcome applications from black and minority ethnic
candidates as they are under-represented within UCL at this level.
We will consider applications to work on a part-time, flexible and job share
basis wherever possible.

Advert information

Type / Role:
Professional or Managerial
Subject Area(s):
Administrative
IT
Senior Management
Location(s):
London

Head of Web Development
Queen Mary University of London - Directorate of Marketing
and Communications
Location:
Salary:
Hours:
Contract Type:

London
£46,489 to
£51,899
Full Time
Permanent

Placed On:
Closes:
Job Ref:

24th June
2019
21st July
2019
QMUL19160

View Employer Profile
Apply
Picture a job that blends public service with a commercial mindset, where you
work with the brightest minds to create a future we can all be proud of.
Queen Mary University of London is a leading global university with a
difference. We are one of the UK’s top research universities, committed to
improving social justice and achieving the previously unthinkable. The
Marketing and Communications Directorate is responsible for raising the
awareness and reputation of Queen Mary among its target audiences, and for
increasing the quality and quantity of Queen Mary applicants.
We are recruiting to the role of Head of Web Development, which is
responsible for the strategic leadership of the technical development and
maintenance of Queen Mary’s website and related web presence, ensuring
that the University’s web presence is informed by user need and supports the
objectives of the University. It is also responsible for the leadership of user
experience (UX) across digital channels.
If you are passionate about web and digital in the service of impactful
marketing and communications, and impatient to make a difference, we look
forward to receiving your application.
The post is a full time and permanent position. Starting salary will be in the
range £46,489 - £51,899 per annum inclusive of London Allowance. Benefits
include 30 days annual leave, access to a pension scheme and interest-free
season ticket loan.
Candidates must be able to demonstrate their eligibility to work in the UK in
accordance with the Immigration, Asylum and Nationality Act 2006. Where
required this may include entry clearance or continued leave to remain under
the Points Based Immigration Scheme.
If you would like to discuss the role, please contact Dr Kristian Hibberd,
Assistant Director of Communications (k.hibberd@qmul.ac.uk, 07815
902560).

Software Development Manager
Cabot Search
Bath
£55,000 - £60,000 a year - Permanent
Job Title: Software Development Manager
Location: Somerset
Industry: Information Technology
Salary: £55-60 depending on experience
Role:
Organically grown and now one of the UK’s most renowned name within the industry my client is
looking for a Software Development Manager. The role is office based but you will be required to
travel to other offices as and when required.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Responsible for the day-to-day management of the Development team.
Guiding and nurturing the developers and leading in innovative ways of working
Application design/ architecture and coding skills are essential in directing and supporting
the developers, but the day-to-day role is not focused on application development
Working closely with GHAD and Lead Developers- Develop and iterate clear application
development, architectural, coding, test and deployment standards
Produce and execute development plans
Reporting to GHAD and Board of Directors

MUST HAVE EXPERIENCE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Turning technical designs in to working software
Evolving a growing code base, technology stack and architecture
Designing, implementing and continuously improving software lifecycles
Understanding the value of high- quality code
Managing technical debt, suggesting appropriate improvements and initiatives
Delivering maintainable/ clean code and guiding others
Within a technical background in a .Net environment
And understanding of TDD, BDD and Test First Development
Conducting code reviews
Managing a team of developers

If you would like to find out more about the role, please do send over your CV in the first instance
Job Types: Full-time, Permanent
Salary: £55,000.00 to £60,000.00 /year
Experience:
•

Software Development: 3 years (Preferred)

1 day ago - report job

Software Development Manager
Pertemps Network Group - Brighton
£65,000 - £70,000 a year - Permanent

Apply Now

Saved
Pertemps Network Group
573 reviews
Read what people are saying about working here.

Brighton
Permanent
£65,000 - £70,000 a year
Software Development Manager
Exciting Global organisation is looking for a Software Development Manager with experience
managing multiple scrum teams and a background in C# development from earlier in your career.
The successful Development Manager will have the following skills and experience:
• Managing multiple Scrum teams
• Background in software development:
o C#, VB.Net, ASP.net, HTML5, RDBMS, Oracle and SQL server
o Microsoft Azure (and toolset)
o Web Service and API's, including RESTful and SOAP
•
•
•
•

A good people manager with strong leadership
Agile working environment
3rd party management experience
Excellent interpersonal, communication skills

In return you will be rewarded with a fantastic package including a generous basic of up to £70k,
bonus (10%), generous holidays, private medical, life assurance and a very good pension and some
home working.
This truly is an exceptional opportunity with a great culture and a fantastic working environment. If this
is of interest please send your CV ASAP!
If you are interested please apply ASAP. The People Network is an employment agency and will

respond to all applicants within three - five working days. If you do not hear within these timescales
please feel free to get in touch.
Pertemps Network Group - 15 days ago - report job - original job

Software Engineering Manager jobs in Brighton
Jobs at Pertemps Network Group in Brighton
Software Engineering Manager salaries in Brighton

Software Development Manager - Isle of Wight
Isle of Wight Jobs Recruitment - Isle of Wight
£70,000 a year

Apply Now

Saved

Isle of Wight
£70,000 a year
We have a rare opportunity for a Software Development Manager at an international leading
software solutions company here on the Isle of Wight.
The successful candidate will be responsible for leading multiple software development teams to
deliver solutions across the world.
Main responsibilities
• Providing a major contribution to the creation and realization of the vision, mission and
strategic goals of the division.
• To translate the divisions long-term strategic plan into mid and short-term department plans,
ensuring the direction and performance of the department activities.
• Managing the department within the departmental targets including budget, quality, schedule
and stakeholder expectation.
• Continually optimizing the department’s processes, systems and procedures, considering the
impact on all stakeholders.
• Developing an expert team who are motivated, skilled and cooperative, resulting in high
quality output, executed effectively and efficiently.
Experience and skills required
• A proven background in software development with a strong understanding of software
development principles and methodologies.
• Experience and demonstrable success in managing software development teams.
• A strategic thinker with a proven track record in applying innovation, strategic planning and
operational planning to develop strategies for success.
• Excellent communication skills, with the ability to communicate effectively across all levels of
the business.
• Strong negotiation and presentation skills in order to gain buy in from key stakeholders.
• A problem solver who is able to systematically think through the facts, diagnose the situation,
and find accurate and workable solutions.
The role will involve some international travel to offices and customer locations across the world.
This role is a full-time position, normal working hours of 37 hours per week.

On offer is a competitive salary dependent on skills and experience of circa £70k per annum plus
bonus scheme, pension scheme, healthcare plan and 25 days annual leave per year plus Bank
Holidays.
Please apply below attaching a recent CV and a cover note telling us about your skills and
experience and a member of our team will be in touch for a confidential discussion.
Isle of Wight Jobs Ltd - 29 days ago - report job - original job

Software Architect / Software Development Manager
SportPursuit - London
£65,000 - £70,000 a year

Apply with Indeed
Saved

London
£65,000 - £70,000 a year
Were looking for a Software Architect / Software Development Manager with a significant focus on
Operational Excellence and Data.
In this role youwill lead our Development Teams in delivering features and systems that delightour
customers, enhance our offer to our brand partners or create operationalefficiency and excellence
within our internal teams and for our third partywarehouse.
As an e-commerce business at the scale-up stage this means delivery and development of all of our
internal systems including:
• E-Commerce Platformfor multiple branded websites
• ERP / Fulfilment
• Customer ServicesHelpdesk
• Data warehousing
• Mobile Applications
Reporting to ourCIO and working alongside the Product, QA and DevSecOps teams the role consistsof
three core responsibility areas:

TechnicalLeadership
• Ownership of theoverall systems architecture and roadmap to enable the delivery of
businessgoals
• Technical authorityand lead architect for all development efforts, including nonfunctionalrequirements and standards
• Create a clear viewof the target architecture
• Scope and assesskey component parts to create a clear vision of the long term platform
• Articulate the longterm platform to the teams to enable them to make good decisions in terms
ofplans and priorities

EngineeringExecution
• Owning andimproving development processes to enable the teams to collaborate with
thecommercial teams delivering the right features on time, on budget and in highquality
PersonnelManagement
• Management of ourin-house and remote development teams (including direct line management
of therelevant Technical Leads)
• Recruitment andretention of development staff

Essential Skillsand Experience
• Experience intechnical leadership role
• Significantdevelopment experience of at least one of:
PHP
Python
Vue.js
ReactNative
Swift
• Extensive knowledgeand experience of AWS based systems
• Recruiting andretaining technical staff
• Coaching anddevelopment of technical staff
• Softwaredevelopment processes and process improvements
• Keen eye for detailand a deep understanding of the use of data to improve business decisions
• Ability tocommunicate across the business, from new team members to Execs and totranslate
technical concepts to non-technical users
• Experience workingwith in-house and remote teams
DesiredExperience
E-commerceexperience would be beneficial but is not essential

Benefits
• Workplace pension -we're set up with The Peoples Pension to make sure we're contributing to
helpyou save for retirement.
• Culture if you love being active youll love our office

• Holiday 22 days of holiday a year, and we encourage you take it. Well also throw in an extra day
off for your birthday.
• Socials A social budget which grows every time we hit budget, with a social team that just loves
using it!
• The Workspace complex kitted out with showers, a cafe, and a Pure Gym.
About Us:
SportPursuit is the UKs leading private shopping community for sports men and women. We negotiate
amazing offers on the best sports products and services from the worlds leading sports brands and
offer them to our members in week long flash sales. Our deals are only available to our members
behind our sign in wall; this gives our brands the confidence to deliver exclusive offers to our members
whilst protecting their brands and their full price retailers from continual discounting.
If youre ambitious, talented, and want to shape the future of the business but dont mind getting your
hands dirty this could be just the place for you.
SportPursuit - 30+ days ago - report job - original job

Software Engineering Manager jobs in London
Jobs at SportPursuit in London
Software Engineering Manager salaries in London

Software Development Manager
Hunter Selection
Wiltshire
Permanent
£55,000 - £70,000 a year
Software Development Manager
Wiltshire
£Neg
An experienced Software Development Manager is required to join a forward thinking
organisation to oversee the management of the development team.
You will guide and nurture the developers, leading them in innovative, new ways of working. You
will provide day-to-day support to individual developers to help them resolve problems and
validate their approach to solving technical challenges.
Application design / architecture and coding skills are essential, with a strong technical
background in a .Net environment to both direct and support the developers, but the day-to-day
role is not focused on application development.
If you are interested in this role or looking for something similar please contact our Managing
Consultant Richard Frost directly at richardf@hunterselection.co.uk or call them for a confidential
discussion on 01275 378 899
Hunter Selection is a nationwide provider of recruitment services in ENGINEERING,
MANUFACTURING, SERVICE & TECHNOLOGY. Find out more about us and search all our
current vacancies at hunterselection.co.uk
Hunter Selection Limited acts as an employment agency for permanent recruitment and
employment business for the supply of temporary workers. By applying for this job you accept
the Privacy Policy and Disclaimers which can be found on our website
Hunter Selection - 2 days ago - report job - original job

Software Development Manager
Delio Ltd
Cardiff
£60,000 a year
When you enjoy what you do, work becomes play.
Delio are disrupting the financial services industry with our alternative investments digital
infrastructure – every day we set out to keep growing our award winning portfolio of technology
platforms embraced by over 200 financial institutions including top-tier global banks.
Being a high growth FinTech comes with challenges, it’s how we overcome these challenges that
makes working for Delio extra special - success is ingrained within our DNA. No two days are the
same, it’s not easy but it makes working for us fun and our culture reflects this. If you are ready
to propel your career to new heights working with colleagues you are proud to call your team
then please read on…
Software Development Manager
Working closely with our CTO, you will spearhead our incredibly talented software development
team. Our demand keeps growing and continuing to deliver on our technical roadmap plays a
pivotal role in our continued success - we are searching for an inspirational leader who has the
soft skills required to guide individuals through growth and become a trusted mentor of the
development team. It’s important to have the ability to understand the technical work our team
are doing in order to effectively challenge, lead and mentor.
Our current tech stack sits within AWS, our frontend is powered by AngularJS, our backend by
Laravel. We are planning React Native projects, exciting test automation and enhancing our
DevOps ability. We work within an agile framework and as we scale you will be responsible for
managing a team of up to 20 and be a key interface to our product management and support
functions.
Attitude and aptitude means everything to us so we keep the minimum expectations short. As a
baseline we are looking for a talented software development manager who;
•
•
•

Has a proven background of being a motivational development manager within a fast
paced, high growth environment of a similar size
Has strong technical knowledge coupled with excellent communication skills having
interfaced between a development team and CTO before
Can inspire and mentor a development team and be able to confidently demonstrate to
us how you would go about it

We are fast growing with global expansion, we have operations in Sydney, Dubai, London, New
York and soon to be Singapore! It means we are gradually working towards completely flexible
working but we love Cardiff - It’s our global HQ and so we are working on the final touches to our
new, ultra creative office space in the heart of Cardiff… we hope to make it so good that
everyone will want to work from the office anyway!
Our people is what makes us who we are. Joining the Delio success story you can expect:
•
•
•
•

A progressive salary - up to £60K for this role as a starting point
25 days holiday plus bank holidays, your birthday off and extended Christmas break
A flexible working culture, regular social events, pension, cycle to work scheme
Structured career progression based on your personal ambition

•

… continuous additions to our benefits package - reflective of what the team ask for

Job Type: Full-time
Salary: £60,000.00 /year
15 days ago - report job

